Title: Soul Stretch  
Text: Genesis 22:1-14

Target: The Christian life is best summarized as a road trip, where the destination is known, but the details of getting to that destination are unknown. There lies the tension, a destiny known - Heaven, but the details to that destiny unknown - Earth. The purpose of this message is to understand that this is not a problem to solve, but a tension to manage. How do we do that? Notice four sequential steps that determine the outcome of your faith through the object of your faith:

I. Request of God (1-2): No ____________
   A. God's Test: "God tested Abraham"  
      *Genesis 12-21: 11 Tests of Abraham
   B. Abraham's Trust: "Here I am"  
      *Key Reference: Genesis 12:1-7/Genesis 15:6
   Application: His Promise requires ____________

II. Readiness of Abraham (3-4): No ____________
   A. Planned with Urgency: "rose early in the morning" (3)
   B. Prepared with Expectancy: "cut the wood" (3)
   Application: His Purpose demands ____________

III. Restraint of Isaac (5-10): No ____________
   A. Bold Belief: "come again to you" (5)  
      *Key Reference: Hebrews 11:17-19
   B. Bestowed Blessing: "bound Isaac his son" (9)
   Application: His Placement seeks ____________

IV. Revelation of the Ram (11-14): No ____________
   A. Perfect Timing: "Abraham, Abraham" (11)
   B. Proven Trust: "for now I know that you fear God" (12)
   C. Prophetic Theme: “The Lord will provide, as it is said to this day” (14)
   Application: His Provision creates ____________

Take Away: The journey of your life will have the tap back feature of “???” over it often, but know that in the midst of you seeking information there is a God that wants to give you revelation.

I AM INTERESTED IN:
- BAPTISM
- MEMBERSHIP
- SMALL GROUPS
- VOLUNTEERING
- CARE AND SUPPORT
- LOCAL / GLOBAL MISSIONS

Prayer Request ✷ We would love to pray for you!

Would you like to be contacted? If so, please complete other side.
Hi, Nice to meet you!

Please take this card and drop it into your nearest offering box.

Name

Phone

Email

Address

City/State

Zip

ARE YOU A GUEST? DID YOU ACCEPT CHRIST TODAY?

☐ I WOULD LIKE TO RECEIVE THE CBC WEEKLY E-MAIL

For more information on these events, visit us online.

EVENTS

OCTOBER 20
Family Movie Night

OCTOBER 21/22
GoForth Mission Expo

OCTOBER 28/29
Baptisms

Cru Military is a caring community passionate about connecting the global military community to Jesus Christ. Every Sunday Cru Military teaches foundational truths and doctrines of the Christian Faith to approximately 1500 Trainees and Airmen at Lackland Airforce Base. On the same campus, CBC volunteers and Worship Leader, Amy Chandler, lead trainees, airmen and their families in praise and worship before all four Chapel Services. Are you looking to serve those who serve our country? Check out crumilitary.org and see where you can make a difference in the lives of our armed forces.

MISSION MOMENT

SERVICE TIMES

SATURDAY

5pm 
Worship Center*
* ASL interpreted service

SUNDAY

9am 
Worship Center*
* ASL interpreted service
10am 
Central
11am 
Worship Center
1pm 
Worship Center

IGLESIA CBC ESPAÑOL DOMINGO 1PM Situado en Central

CBCSOCIAL

COMMUNITY BIBLE CHURCH COMMUNITYBIBLE.COM

#40 OCT 14
Title: Soul Stretch

Text: Genesis 22:1-14

Target: The Christian life is best summarized as a road trip, where the destination is known, but the details of getting to that destination are unknown. There lies the tension, a destiny known - Heaven, but the details to that destiny unknown - Earth. The purpose of this message is to understand that this is not a problem to solve, but a tension to manage. How do we do that? Notice four sequential steps that determine the outcome of your faith through the object of your faith:

I. Request of God (1-2): No Explanation
   A. God's Test: “God tested Abraham”
      *Genesis 12-21: 11 Tests of Abraham
   B. Abraham's Trust: “Here I am”
      *Key Reference: Genesis 12:1-7/Genesis 15:6

   Application: His Promise requires Preserverance

II. Readiness of Abraham (3-4): No Hestation
   A. Planned with Urgency: “rose early in the morning” (3)
   B. Prepared with Expectancy: “cut the wood” (3)

   Application: His Purpose demands Obedience

III. Restraint of Isaac (5-10): No Reservation
   A. Bold Belief: “come again to you” (5)
      *Key Reference: Hebrews 11:17-19
   B. Bestowed Blessing: “bound Isaac his son” (9)

   Application: His Placement seeks Confidence

IV. Revelation of the Ram (11-14): No Adulation
   A. Perfect Timing: “Abraham, Abraham” (11)
   B. Proven Trust: “for now I know that you fear God” (12)
   C. Prophetic Theme: “The Lord will provide, as it is said to this day” (14)

   Application: His Provision creates Remembrance

Take Away: The journey of your life will have the tap back feature of “???” over it often, but know that in the midst of you seeking information there is a God that wants to give you revelation.